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Abstract – Recently, electric power systems have been operating with tight margins and have reached 
their operational limits. Many researchers consider a microgrid as one of the best solutions to relieve 
that problem. The microgrid is generally powered by renewable energies that are connected through 
power converters. In contrast to the rotational machines in the conventional power plants, the 
converters do not have physical rotors, and therefore they do not have rotational inertia. Consequently, 
a stand-alone microgrid has no inertia when it is powered by the only converter-based-generators 
(CBGs). As a result, the relationship between power and frequency is not valid, and the grid frequency 
cannot represent the power balance between the generator and load. In this paper, a superconducting 
flywheel energy storage system (SFESS) is applied to an inertia-free stand-alone (IFSA) microgrid. 
The SFESS accelerates or decelerates its rotational speed by storing or releasing power, respectively, 
based on its rotational inertia. Then, power in the IFSA microgrid can be balanced by measuring the 
rotor speed in the SFESS. This method does not have an error accumulation problem, which must be 
considered for the state of charge (SOC) estimation in the battery energy storage system (BESS). 
The performance of the proposed method is verified by an electromagnetic transient (EMT) 
simulation. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The electrical power systems are facing huge challenge 

because they are an important part of sustaining life for 
human beings. As part of the effort, many renewable 
energies based distributed generations (DGs) have been 
studied and substantiated by people in academia and 
industry. The renewable energies based DGs increase the 
number of DC-to-AC converters by generating DC power. 
For example, a photovoltaic (PV) initially generates DC 
power based on its intrinsic structure, and power from a 
wind-turbine (WT) is rectified before being supplied to the 
electrical grid due to the synchronization issue. Also, many 
energy storage devices, such as battery energy storage 
system (BESS), superconducting magnetic energy storage 
(SMES), and flywheel energy storage system (FESS), 
require the DC-to-AC converter to be connected to the 
electrical grid. 

Several countries have made plans to build up stand-
alone microgrid based on 100% renewable energies for 
carbon-free self-powered islands. For example, the president 
of Korea spoke about a “carbon-free Jeju by 2030” at 
COP21. A stand-alone microgrid with 100% renewable 
energies becomes inertia-free. This is because the microgrid 

is powered by the only converters, and inertia cannot be 
provided by the rotating masses of conventional generators. 
The zero inertia constant, H causes large frequency 
deviation even if there is small error between input and 
output powers, Pin and Pout according to (1). Therefore, an 
inertia-free stand-alone (IFSA) microgrid becomes unstable 
unless the frequency, ω is properly controlled by the DC-
to-AC converters. 
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To provide robust frequency and voltage, a diesel 

generator or large BESS is used for real stand-alone 
microgrids in Korea [1-3]. This balances the power 
between the generator and load, so that the state-of-charge 
(SOC) can indicate the power balance condition. In 
practice, however, the SOC is not directly measured but 
estimated [4, 5], and its estimation error is accumulated 
with the course of time. Although the FESS can provide 
a rotational speed without an accumulated error, it has 
considerable loss. In this paper, a superconducting FESS 
(SFESS) is used in consideration of the problems above. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains 
the IFSA microgrid with an SFESS. Next, several case 
studies are carried out in Section 3 using a microgrid 
model based on practical data. Finally, conclusions are 
given in Section 4. 
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2. IFSA Microgrid with SFESS 
 

2.1 IFSA microgrid 
 
The IFSA microgrid is powered by the only converter-

based- generators (CBGs) as shown in Fig. 1. In the 
microgrid, most of the energy comes from renewable 
energies based generators such as PV and WT. The fuel 
cell (FC) contributes only a small part of energy generation 
by compensating for deficient power when the renewable 
energy is insufficient. In spite of the FC’s small contri-
bution to the total energy, it is important to mitigate the 
intermittent generation of renewable energies. Meanwhile, 
the SFESS contributes to an instant power balance. 

In general, a grid connected DC-to-AC converter operates 
in constant power control mode as shown in Fig. 2 [6-8]. 
Parameters, P, Q, Pref, and Qref are the real power, reactive 
power, and their references, respectively. Based on P and Q 
errors, the d-q axes current references, Id,ref and Iq,ref are 
first determined. This is because P and Q are theoretically 
calculated by (2) and (3), respectively [9, 10]. 

 
 P=Vd·Id + Vq·Iq    (2) 
 Q=Vd·Iq - Vq·Id    (3) 

 
where Vd is given by the grid and Vq is almost zero. Next, 
Id and Iq errors generate the converter control signals, Vsd 
and Vsq through a decoupling calculation of the d-q axes. 
For decoupling, Xf is set with a terminal impedance 
including filter. 

The constant power controller requires the grid voltage 
as input, so that at least one converter must operate in 

constant voltage control mode as shown in Fig. 3. In 
general, the reference root-mean-square (RMS) grid 
voltage, Vrms,ref is set to 1 pu, and the RMS grid voltage 
error, Vrms,ref - Vrms determines the magnitude of terminal 
voltage, Vs. Phase angle, δs is set to zero when only one 
converter operates in constant voltage control mode. The 
load flow must be considered to determine phase angles 
when multiple converters operate in the voltage control 
mode. After Vs and δs are determined, pure sinusoidal 
voltage references are generated by 
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Consequently, the converter operates as a slack generator, 

which balances the power between the generators and loads. 
 

2.2 Power Balance using SFESS 
 
The kinetic energy of rotating mass, EK is formulated as 
 

 2
K

1
2

E Hω=  (5) 

 
where H and ω are the inertia constant and angular speed 
in per unit, respectively. Then, mechanical torque, Tm is 
formulated as 

 

 m
dT H
dt
ω=   (6) 

 
In mathematical terms, Tm, H, and ω, can be considered 

as current, capacitance, and voltage, respectively. Therefore, 
the SFESS can be modeled with electrical components as 
shown in Fig. 4. Current sources carry out a power 
conversion between the DC-link and rotor. Parameters, C  

Fig. 1. Conceptual illustration of IFSA microgrid 
 

 
Fig. 2. Constant power control for grid-connected DC-to-

AC converter 

 
Fig. 3. Constant voltage control with fixed frequency 

Fig. 4. Electrical model of SFESS 
 

 
Fig. 5. DC-link voltage control 
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and I are the capacitance and current in the DC-link, 
respectively [11]. 

The AC terminal voltage, VAC is determined by Vs,abc 
and the DC-link voltage, VDC. Therefore, to supply robust 
voltage to the grid, VDC must be regulated. For its 
regulation, the DC-link voltage controller in Fig. 5 is 
applied to the SFESS model. 

In practice, there is conversion loss between mechanical 
and electrical powers. It is carried out using conversion 
efficiency, α, which is smaller or larger than 1 according 
to whether the SFESS is being charged or discharged. Tm 
is determined by the mathematical relationship of (7), (8). 

 

 em
m

PP
T

α
ω ω

−
= =   (7) 

 e L gen DCP P P I V= − = ⋅     (8) 
 

where PL and Pgen are the load consumption and power 
generation, respectively. Therefore, the power balance 
condition can be indicated by the angular speed of the 
SFESS. The CBGs in the IFSA microgrid can properly 
control their real powers based on the angular speed of the 
SFESS instead of the microgrid frequency as shown in Fig. 
6 where droop ratio, R is determined in consideration of 
SFESS size. In the renewable generation control part, 
PPV&WT, max, Preserve, and PPV&WT, ref are maximum capability 
based on renewable energies conditions, power reserves for 
instant power balancing, and power reference, respectively. 
In the fuel cell generation control part, PFC, max and PFC, ref 
are the maximum power capacity and power reference, 
respectively. 

 
 

3. Case Studies 
 
To verify the proposed control, a microgrid is 

implemented with four loads (each 9 MW), 15 SFESSs 
(each 240 kW), one PV&WT (27 MW), and one FC (18 
MW) as shown in Fig. 7. The PV&WT operates as a main 
generator group, and the FC operates to compensate for 
deficient power. In other words, the FC stops when 
PV&WT can generate sufficient power to cover the entire 
load. Also, PV&WT are operated with reserve power rather 
than with MPPT. Because the system stability is more 
important, power loss occurs in normal state. 

3.1 Characteristics of SFESS 
 
The main parameters of the SFESS model are selected 

based on a commercial FESS, which can store rotational 
kinetic energy up to 7,700 rpm and supply 240 kW up to 15 
s. This is accomplished using a rotating solid cylinder with 
evenly distributed 600 lbs. of mass and a 25.5 in. diameter. 
Then, its inertia and minimum angular speed are derived as 
14.276 kg·m2 and 3647 rpm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 
8, the angular speed of the SFESS model is changed from 
7,700 rpm to 3,647 rpm with a rated output of 240 kW for 
15 s (1 to 16 s). That is, the model properly reflects the real 
SFESS. 

 
3.2 Load changes without angular speed based 

control 
 
In case B, the PV&WT and FC initially generate 26 MW 

and 8 MW, respectively. The initial load consumption is 34 
MW, and 8.5 MW is decreased at 1 s. After the load 
reduction, the terminal voltages, powers, and frequency are 
regulated by the slack converter, which absorbs the surplus 
power, as shown in Fig. 9. However, the DC-link voltage  

 
Fig. 6. Power balancing control based on SFESS frequency

9 MW 9 MW

9 MW

PV & WT

FC

9 MW

18 MW

27 MW each 240 kW
15 SFESSs

 
Fig. 7. IFSA microgrid with SFESS 

 
Fig. 8. Case A: angular speed of SFESS with rated output 

of 240 kW 
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Fig. 9. Case B: responses for 8.5 MW load decrease at 1 s 

without ω based control: (a)-(c) responses of 
SFESS (solid line), PV&WT (dash-dotted line), and 
FC (dotted line) (d) microgrid frequency, (e) DC-
link capacitor voltage of SFESS, and (f) angular 
speed of rotor in SFESS 

 

 
Fig. 10. Case C: responses for 8.5 MW load increase at 1 s 

without ω based control: (a)-(c) responses of 
SFESS (solid line), PV&WT (dash-dotted line), 
and FC (dotted line) (d) microgrid frequency, (e) 
DC-link capacitor voltage of SFESS, and (f) 
angular speed of rotor in SFESS 

 
Fig. 11. Case D: responses for 8.5 MW load decrease at 1 s 

with ω based control: (a)-(c) responses of SFESS 
(solid line), PV&WT (dash-dotted line), and FC 
(dotted line) (d) microgrid frequency, (e) DC-link 
capacitor voltage of SFESS, and (f) angular speed 
of rotor in SFESS 

 

 
Fig. 12. Case E: responses for 8.5 MW load increase at 1 s 

with ω based control: (a)-(c) responses of SFESS 
(solid line), PV&WT (dash-dotted line), and FC 
(dotted line) (d) microgrid frequency, (e) DC-link 
capacitor voltage of SFESS, and (f) angular speed 
of rotor in SFESS 
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Fig. 13. Case F: responses for 5 MW renewable generation 

reduction at 1 s with ω based control: (a)-(c) 
responses of SFESS (solid line), PV&WT (dash-
dotted line), and FC (dotted line) (d) microgrid 
frequency, (e) DC-link capacitor voltage of SFESS, 
and (f) angular speed of rotor in SFESS 

 
increases because the SFESS can absorb at most 3.6 MW 
(i.e., 15 × 240 kW). The angular speed of the SFESS also 
increases due to the absorbed power. 
In case C, the PV&WT and FC initially generate 26 MW 
and 0 MW, respectively. The initial load consumption is 26 
MW, and 8.5 MW is increased at 1 s. After the load increase, 
the terminal voltages, powers, and frequency are regulated 
by the slack converter, which supplies the deficient 
power, as shown in Fig. 10. However, the DC-link voltage 
decreases because the SFESS can supply at most 3.6 MW. 
The angular speed of the SFESS also decreases due to the 
released power. 

The case B and C in load change situations without 
angular speed based control show that the system becomes 
unstable and the DC-link voltage cannot be controlled. 

 
3.3 Load changes with angular speed based control 

 
In case D and E, Initial conditions and event are set to 

be the same in cases B and C except for the angular 
speed based control. The terminal voltages, powers, and 
frequency are regulated as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. In 
contrast to cases B and C, the DC-link voltage and the 
angular speed are regulated. This is because the PV&WT 
and FC respond to the angular speed of the SFESSs, and 
relieve the burden of the SFESSs. 

 

3.4 Reduced PV&WT with angular speed based 
control 

 
In case F, the initial conditions are the same for case B 

and control is the same for case D. To show the effects of 
intermittent renewable energies, the PV&WT CBG reduces 
5 MW of real power at 1 s. The terminal voltages, powers, 
and frequency are regulated as shown in Fig. 13. In the 
same manner as case D, the DC-link voltage and the angular 
speed are regulated. According to the reduced angular 
speed of the SFESS, the FC increases its output power, so 
that it compensates the deficient 5 MW. 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 
The IFSA microgrid is implemented with the only 

converters, so that it has no inertia. In other words, the 
system frequency in the IFSA microgrid is determined by 
the converter controls without regard to power balance. To 
stabilize the IFSA microgrid, therefore, at least one DC-to-
AC converter must provide robust system frequency and 
voltage, and its power source must be controllable. The 
SFESS can inherently play that role using its stored kinetic 
energy for a short time. To consistently carry out that 
function, the SFESS provides an index of power balance to 
the IFSA microgrid based on the angular speed of its rotor. 
The index makes the CBGs properly share the mismatched 
power, so that the angular speed maintains its appropriate 
level. The proposed method successfully stabilizes the 
IFSA microgrid even if the power mismatch is much larger 
than the size of the SFESS. 

Using the proposed technology, microgrids can be 
operated without diesel generators or grid-connections. 
Therefore, it is expected that this study will encourage 
growth in pure renewable energies based microgrids. 
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